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Hay on Wye Castle, from the north, town-side. The remains of the castle include the heavily
buttressed stone residential tower or ‘keep’, with a later attached gateway to east, and a stretch of
curtain wall extending north-eastwards beyond the trees.
Hay Castle
A castle at Hay was probably established by
1100 by one William de Revel, a follower of
Bernard de Neufmarché under his initial invasion of the Welsh kingdom of Brycheiniog, from
which was carved the Marcher lordship of Brecknock (Brecon). A reference to a castle in 1121
possibly relates to the modest motte overlooking
a ravine next to the parish church a few hundred
metres to the south-west although the granting of
a house within the castle to Brecon Priory in
1155 may refer to the present site, it being assumed that the present embanked grounds of the
Jacobean and later mansion reflect the approximate extent of the earthwork defences of a large
primary ringwork.
Hay was held as a detached portion of the Lordship of Brecknock by the Earls of Hereford and
from 1166 was in the hands of the de Braose

family until Earl William’s fall from grace at the
hands of King John when his lands were confiscated and the adjacent Lordship of Blaenllynfi
was carved out of Brecknock and handed to
Reginald fitz Peter in 1215. Brecknock, including Hay was recovered and held until the extinction of the de Braose line in 1230, its retention
as an outpost of the Lordship probably reflecting the economic value of its borough and perhaps its apparent favour with Matilda de Braose.
The castle reverted to Royal hands and following sackings during Walter Clifford’s rebellion
and under Llywelyn Fawr in 1231 and 1232
repairs and a murage grant are recorded in 1232
and 1237, although these do not appear to relate
to any of the present fabric. The Lordship was
held by the de Bohuns until 1298 and then the
Staffords, suffering further damage during the
baronial Wars of the 1260s and apparently
Glyndŵr in 1403.
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Hay Castle from the south. The rear of the Jacobean mansion, great tower and gateway. The
gardens to the rear constitute the remains of the bailey of the ringwork castle.
The earliest structure is the slender keep, which
rises two storeys above a basement containing
an inserted 19th century brick wine cellar. The
inner, southern wall retains a pair of 12th century windows, both of which retain their roundheaded rere-arches, the upper its original external Tufa dressing and plain two light tracery.
Decorative string courses survive at two levels
in the eastern, western and southern walls recalling the more elaborately decorated towers at
Usk and Goodrich.
As initially built the tower appears to have been
without integrated stairs and fireplaces. Recent
investigations have established that it began as
a simple gate tower, the intact inner arch of
which was discovered in 2013 within the later
wine cellar, the external face of which is buried
to above its apex under the present garden to the
south. Two low straight joints and an area of
patched masonry blocking containing a reset
round-headed window indicate the position of
the corresponding outer arch and can be viewed
from the terrace to the north. This is one of a

handful of Norman gate towers to survive in
Wales and the Marches and may be early de
Braose work, echoing the much larger tower at
their Sussex caput of Bramber.
At around 1200 the passage was blocked and
replaced by a simple transitional gateway with
a pointed arch and plain Romanesque squared
jambs immediately to the west of the tower and
set within a faceted curtain wall, recalling a
comparable development at Usk and on a larger scale Ludlow. The arch itself is almost identical to that in William Marshal’s middle
bailey gate at Chepstow of between 1189 and
1219, and similar to the slightly later secondary gate at Usk by the younger Marshal between 1213-17. These are almost certainly the
work of Reginald or Matilda de Braose. Hanging within the gate are a pair of wooden doors,
the western panel being tree-ring dated to the
early 17th century and therefore the construction of the Jacobean mansion, whilst the undated eastern panel bears a striking resemblance
to the securely dated lower bailey gates at
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Hay on Wye Castle from the north. The keep is now known to have been built as a gate-tower,
perhaps in the first half / middle of the 12th century. In the succeeding centuries the gate-tower was
blocked (circa 1200) and the north facade, seen here, was substantially rebuilt.
The gateway to the east was added, probably c. 1200, and was further refashioned in the late 13th or
early 14th century - extended slightly outwards to front and rear - to incorporate a segmental outer
arch to the front and stairs to the rear. At the same time, between the two outer arches portcullis
grooves were introduced with the mechanism seemingly operated from parapet level from a small
portcullis chamber above the entrance.
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Hay Castle. The south side of the keep from the Inner courtyard. The keep rises two storeys above
(what is now) a basement containing an inserted 19th century brick wine cellar. The inner, southern
wall retains a pair of 12th century windows, both of which retain their round-headed rere-arches,
the upper with its original external Tufa dressing and plain two-light tracery.
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Hay Castle. The gateway and curtain wall running north-eastwards from the keep. The curtain is
probably contemporary with the inserted gateway of the late 12th / early 13th century. View from
the interior courtyard. The wide step-arch over the earlier gate was added in the late 13th century
when the portcullis and associated mechanism was inserted to the front of and over the gate. The
corbelled-out wall-walk is probably a later addition.
Chepstow, the timbers for which were felled
between 1159 to 1189. An equally remarkable
survival is the wooden sleeve within the drawbar socket and it is hoped that these rarest of
survivals can be scientifically dated under the
ongoing programme of conservation works.
A third phase of construction saw a shallow outward extension of the gate to accommodate a
portcullis, seemingly operated from parapet level. The segmental, double-chamfered outer arch
and a short-armed cross oillet surviving in a merlon above the gate are reminiscent of later thirteenth century work in the southern Marches and
almost certainly date from the de Bohun tenure,
perhaps following damage incurred during the
Baronial revolt of the 1260s. At the same time a
new first-floor entrance with a pointed head and
quarter-round mouldings was added to the eastern wall of the keep reached via an external stair,
the formerly covered continuation of which is
carried across the rear of the gatehouse on a huge
rounded arch to give access to the wall walk. The

adjacent facet of curtain wall survives to this
level, the wall-walk being supported internally
on a projecting corbel table. This is broadly
compatible with a late 13th or early 14th century date but is crudely executed and may, like the
battered plinth below be a post-medieval intervention. A larger doorway with quarter-round
mouldings can be seen in the very thick western
wall of the Gwynn mansion, which is assumed
to be relic of a domestic building.
At some point in the 15th century the keep was
again refurbished to provide more comfortable
accommodation, probably under Edward
Stafford. This entailed the rebuilding of the
upper two floors of the northern wall with
two-light windows, central fireplaces and a
vice-stair in the north-east corner. In the early
17th century the castle was acquired by the
Gwynns, a rising Welsh gentry family who
established the present great double-pile mansion overlooking the Market Square, the
RCAHMW obtaining a date of 1636 for the
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ABOVE: Basement south wall, showing the

blocked Norman arch (with its voussoirs still in
place;the arch is 3m wide x 3m height) that led
into the courtyard (the ground level of which is
now substantially raised). In fact the grassed
courtyard level hides the basement and blocked
entry passage.
LEFT: Interior of the keep looking south, court-

Images on this page are courtesy of Will Davies,
Cadw, who acted as site guide during our visit.

felling of its roof timbers. The medieval tower,
gate and curtain wall were retained, presumably
to present a suitably venerable martial front to the
town but it is likely that most of the rest of the
castle was swept away at this point, providing
stone for the new house and potentially to landscape the grounds, the earliest prints of the site
consistently showing it very much as it stands
today. Of this period, perhaps slightly earlier are
the terraced gardens above the town to the north.
Hay seems to have played no part in the Civil
War and the mansion and gardens were gradually adapted over the following centuries, being
acquired by the industrialist Joseph Bailey in
the mid-19th century, who was probably responsible for layout of the southern gardens
within the former bailey. The dry-built battered
plinths to both sides of the curtain wall and
crude repairs to the portcullis chase and gatehouse may also date from this period. A major
restoration by Caroe in 1910 was followed by a
fire in 1934 which reduced the eastern bays of

yard side. Entrance to the left. The (modern)
floor is above what is now the basement. The
chamfered SE corner has been inserted to add
structural support. Otherwise the two Norman
windows would be central to the south face.

the mansion to a shell. It was purchased by the
bibliophile and self-proclaimed ‘King of Hay’
Richard Booth in the 1960s; another disastrous
fire of 1977 resulting in further damage and
piecemeal restoration.
The decaying castle and house were purchased
by the Hay Castle Trust in 2011 and are the
subject of a major Heritage Lottery Fund project which will see the Gwynn house restored
and reused as a hub for the arts and the castle
ruins and gardens conserved as a public amenity. Informing this ambitious scheme are detailed studies of the castle and house fabric;
exploratory excavations within the gutted section of the mansion have revealed the massive
footings of two facets of the medieval curtain
wall, leveled and used as a foundation for the
later house and it is anticipated that a second
phase of investigations will shed further layout
on the layout of the medieval castle.
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Hay Castle. This early 20th century photograph of the castle from the north was kindly supplied by
Mari Fforde (who, with Will Davis, led the castle tour) and is from the valuable archive collection of
local historian Eric Pugh. It clearly shows the single light in what is now the basement of the keep. The
light is in the position of the original Norman gate-passage entrance, so has been res-set. In the 19th
century this light may have been wider and taller and used as an domestic door entrance (see the John
Wood drawing of 1815).
BELOW LEFT: The middle gateway at Chepstow Castle - simpler, but otherwise very similar to Hay.

RIGHT: Unearthing the
contours of the medieval
and long-buried curtain
wall. Exploratory excavations within the gutted
section of the mansion
have revealed the massive footings of two facets of the medieval
curtain wall, leveled and
used as a foundation for
the later house.
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Hay Castle. The gates have two layers of oak planks, each about 1½ inches thick held together with
strong iron nails with decorative heads, passed through the timber from the exterior and bent over on
the inner face to hold tightly. The outer boards were vertical and the inner one - right (west) horizontal.
Dendro-dating has been unable to establish a felling date of the east (left hand) door (when looked at,
as here, from outside the castle) and it has been proposed on stylistic grounds to be of c. 1300. The west
(right-hand) door, containing a small wicket gate, has produced a dendro-date of between 1610-1640
– around the time of the Civil Wars or before, when the Jacobean house was completed. The gateway
will be repaired as part of the Trust’s consolidation plans to allow occasional public access.
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Hay Castle. Internal view of the gate. The existing timber two-leaved gates appear to be part medieval
but each door is of a different construction, suggesting one of the pair (west, left-hand) was replaced
at a later time (17th century). Externally both doors show vertical oak timber planks to the exterior,
with original iron hinges and metal nails. Internally the rear of each door has a different construction.
The east (right-hand) door has a lattice work construction to the rear with the other door has plain
horizontal boards. A timber sleeve lining the draw-bar slot on the east - right (3.3 metres in length)
may yield further dating information in due course. (The draw-bar slot on the west is approx. 10cms).
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Samuel and Nathaniel’s view of Hay, 1741. Cropped east and west. From the north. The
crenellations have gone from the tower and a gabled roof added, probably with an extra floor
inserted. Crenellations remain on the gateway, with one central arrow loop, as they do today.

Hay Castle from the north. ‘The Gate of Hay Castle’ c. 1816, Wood, John George 1768-1838.
Image held at the National Library of Wales’ and reproduced with thanks.
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ABOVE: Plan of Hay castle

and mansion drawn up by
conservation specialists Ric
Tyler and architects Rick
Mather Associates showing
outline phasing of the house,
suggesting some medieval
fabric at the western gableend. Also under the north
wall of Phase II further foundations of the original curtain
have recently been found.
LEFT: Enlarged plan of the

current ground-floor level
(above the basement) of the
keep and adjacent gateway,
(with no phasing). The embrasure for the eastern two–
light window is actually taken
up by the remnants of a late
inserted spiral staircase.
More detailed floor plans and
precise phasing are laid out
in the Oxford Archaeology
report of 2015 (Munby).
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Phased plans of Hay Castle Tower &
Gateway
UNDATED
UNDATED
PHASE
1 - Gate Tower
PHASE 1 - Gate Tower
PHASE
- GateGate
Tower
PHASE 21 New
Tower
PHASE 2 - New Gate Tower
PHASE 2 New Gate Tower
PHASE 3 - Portcullis & wallwalk
PHASE 3 Portcullis. Wall walk
PHASE 4 - Late medieval
alterations to the Tower
PHASE 5 - Late undated alterations
to Tower

The plans are © Hay Castle Trust
and were prepared by Oxford Archaeology. They are provisional
and subject to change. They relate
to the tower, gate-tower and walls
only. Further, later phasing applies
to the Jacobean house. Reproduced
with thanks.
The phasing indicates that the north
façade has been completely renewed above basement level and
that the SE corner was rebuilt in the
late 13th century when the portcullis with its outer arch was added.
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“Rick Mather Architects were appointed by Hay Castle Trust in 2015 to realize their vision for the
preservation and sustainable re-use of Hay Castle and associated buildings. The project will
create a culturally and economically vibrant centre for the arts and training at the heart of this
historic town. The design intends to rescue and conserve the critically at-risk medieval tower and
the Jacobean mansion, restore and open the ancient gate - possibly the oldest of its kind in the UK,
and reinstate the vital connection between the castle and the town”.
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